Wild Temptation - Complete Series

Here is the complete collection of the Wild
Temptation Series, written in the delicious
and sensual style of Natalie Wild. Tegan
Walsh has finally landed a sweet job in
Manhattan as a personal trainer/physical
therapist in a gym and physical
rehabilitation center. Unfortunately, she is
scheduled to start her new job in just three
days and the gym already has clients lined
up for her and she has nowhere to stay. She
expresses her concern to her best friend
Ashlee and together they find a solution;
her best friends brother, Reid. Tegan
remembers Reid from her childhood, but
when she moves in with him, she discovers
he is vastly different than what she
remembered, covered in sexy tattoos and
with a new growling edge to him. She gets
settled in quickly and finds her attraction to
Reid boiling over. Things heat up and
Tegan finds herself in a world of
confusion, lies and unbridled lust. Is it ever
a good idea to sleep with a roommate?
Especially your best friends brother? This
ebook contains very hot and explicit
descriptions of romantic activity. Only
mature readers should download this book.
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